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Supplier Enablement: 
The Key to Overcoming 
Supply Chain 
Challenges

BENEFITS 
More Connected. More Supported. 
More Prepared for What’s Next.

 hTransform PDF, XML, CSV, EDI 
and other electronic documents 
into integrated transactions for 
streamlined processing

 hFree your IT staff from supplier 
management headaches with 
TrueCommerce’s Fully Managed 
Service approach

 hGain real-time visibility into your 
orders via one, unified portal for 
all your transactions

 hEvaluate supplier performance 
with advanced analytics

Onboard, Enable, and Manage Your Supplier 
Community in One Place
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INTRODUCTION

To stay ahead in today’s dynamic global market, companies need 
to be able to do business in a lot of different directions at once. 
But too often, doing so means too many solutions and too much 
assembly required. For decades TrueCommerce has helped 
businesses be more connected, more supported, and more 
prepared for what’s next. That’s why thousands of companies – 
ranging from startups to the global Fortune 100, across various 
industries – rely on us.

As a retailer or distributor, you may be working with dozens, 
hundreds or even thousands of suppliers to provide the product 
mix your customers demand. Depending on the supplier, size, 
technological maturity and preferred communication methods can 
vary widely. While one supplier may already use EDI, others might 
still rely on faxes, emails, PDFs or spreadsheets to convey order 
and inventory information.

Managing all these differences can place a significant burden 
across your organization, from purchasing and accounting to 
your IT staff. Valuable time is lost by not only needing to monitor 
incoming communications, but then re-enter the data into your 
ERP or accounting system for internal use and/or provide updates 
like tracking numbers back to your customers. Not only does this 
manual workload put an extra strain on your team; it can also lead 
to costly mistakes and delays.

TrueCommerce OneTime addresses key challenges in managing 
your supplier community through a combination of powerful 
technology and a fully managed service approach. From simplified 
onboarding, to proactive monitoring and compliance management, 
to document translation and standardization, the unified platform 
makes it easy to communicate with all your suppliers and add new 
ones as your business grows.

CREATE CONSISTENCY ACROSS YOUR SUPPLIER 
COMMUNITY

It may sound easier to mandate EDI but that doesn’t foster 
collaboration or work for all of your suppliers. The reality 
is you’re dealing with a range of communication methods 
from your supply partners. This means you could have EDI 
transactions, XML and CSV documents, PDFs and even paper 
documents coming into your business. 

Translating these documents and inputting them into your 
accounting system is time-consuming and error prone. 
TrueCommerce OneTime enables you to work with all 
kinds of suppliers, thanks to best-of-breed translation and 
transformation technology. 

 h Integrated solution supports a variety of electronic formats, 
including email, PDF, XML, CSV, EDI and more

 h Transformation capabilities convert all your supplier data into 
a standardized format and feeds directly to your business 
system 

 h Supplier web portal offers a simple way for suppliers to get 
started with basic EDI documents, like order confirmations, 
shipment notices and invoices

REDUCE BURDENS ACROSS YOUR ORGANIZATION 

For suppliers using EDI, compliance with your business 
mandates is crucial to ongoing partner communications. But 
managing EDI standards across your supplier community 
can place an undue burden on your team. As you add more 
suppliers, the workload increases, making it more difficult to 
work efficiently, or save on overhead costs. 
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TrueCommerce OneTime’s managed service approach offers 
immediate relief to the headache of supplier management. 
Our supply chain specialists act as an extension of your team, 
handling all your compliance needs, so you can focus on other 
business priorities.

 h Industry-leading teams easily manage day-to-day supplier 
communications, so your team can spend time on internal 
processes.

 h Proactive transaction monitoring helps catch and resolve 
issues quickly to minimize supply chain disruptions.

 h Consistent communication empowers you to maintain 
operational control, without stretching your internal resources.

ENSURE THE SECURITY OF YOUR BUSINESS 
TRANSACTIONS

The business transactions that your organization exchanges every 
single day contain sensitive data like key supplier details, specially 
negotiated prices, and other confidential information that needs to 
be protected.

TrueCommerce OneTime meets SOC2 security compliance 
standards and exceeds ISO 27002 requirements. OneTime leverages 
redundant, tier 3+ data centers that are being monitored 24/7/365 to 
ensure that your data is safe. The TrueCommerce OneTime supplier 
portal is protected using SSL/TLS and is also fully password 
protected to ensure the security of your suppliers’ data.

INCREASE ORDER VISIBILITY FROM START TO FINISH

Without connected, integrated communications from your 
suppliers, it can be difficult to track your orders through the 
supply chain. Real-time visibility into orders is crucial to your 
inventory forecasting and warehouse planning efforts. Plus, 
a lack of information can often result in upset customers 
seeking order status updates which can lead to lower customer 
satisfaction and poor on-line reviews.

TrueCommerce OneTime gives you real-time visibility into 
your supply chain by automating the exchange of documents 
between your business system and your suppliers’ systems. 

 h Single, unified portal collects and organizes all documents 
relating to a specific PO, so you can easily view the order 
journey end-to-end

 h Shipment tracking numbers and updates on shipment arrival 
times are received quickly for near real-time visibility

 h Automatic alerts catch any inaccurate or missing data on 
incoming documents for fast resolution

STOP RELYING ON PAPER & ELIMINATE DELAYS

Many retailers still receive paper invoices from their suppliers. 
Processing these requires manually opening, sorting and typing 
each one into your ERP system. Not only does this take far too 
long—it also opens the door to typos and errors that delay 
payments or lead to reconciliation issues.

By automating the invoice receiving process with 
TrueCommerce OneTime, you can save time and effort in your 
AP/AR processes, while ensuring greater data accuracy across 
your orders.

 h Integrated EDI brings data directly into your accounting 
system for rapid processing

 h Innovative platform creates a virtual paper trail for each order, 
enabling more efficient reconciliation

 h 3-way matching ensures data on your Purchase Order, 
Shipment Documents and Invoices are consistent and correct

 h Automated outgoing EDI lets you quickly send Payment 
Order/Remittance Advice documents 

ADD NEW SUPPLIERS WITH EASE

It’s important to get new suppliers up to speed, and ensure they 
understand your business needs, requirements and processes. 
However, supplier onboarding can be a time-consuming, 
complicated process, especially with suppliers who are less 
technically mature. You may also be struggling to onboard 
several suppliers at once as your business expands, adding to 
the challenge. 

For decades TrueCommerce has helped 

businesses be more connected, more supported, 

and more prepared for what’s next. That’s 

why thousands of companies – ranging from 

startups to the global Fortune 100, across various 

industries – rely on us.
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THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP! 
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how our solutions apply 
to your business, our passionate, customer focused team is here for you. 

Call us today at 888.430.4489

www.truecommerce.com

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce is the most complete 
way to integrate your business 
across the supply chain, integrating 
everything from EDI to inventory 
management, to fulfillment, to digital 
storefronts and marketplaces, to your 
business system and to whatever 
comes next. That’s why thousands of 
companies across various industries 
rely on us.

TrueCommerce.  
Do business in every direction.
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Instead of shouldering the burden of supplier onboarding yourself, why not leave all the 
heavy lifting to us? TrueCommerce Onetime is complemented by our Fully Managed 
Service approach, which provides you with expertise and support to help manage your 
supplier community.

 h Fully Managed Service includes outreach to new suppliers and facilitation of the entire 
onboarding process

 h Proven supplier onboarding process works with suppliers of all sizes and technological 
sophistication

 hUniquely tailored programs are designed to meet your specific business requirements

DISCOVER YOUR HIGHEST-PERFORMING SUPPLIERS

With so many suppliers to juggle, it’s hard to see which ones are outstanding partners, 
and which need improvement. Advanced analytics from TrueCommerce OneTime make 
it easy to quickly measure supplier performance against your chosen benchmarks, 
helping you to provide valuable feedback, develop new performance standards, and 
make critical business decisions.

 h Customizable dashboards give you quick, valuable insights at the supplier level

 hGranular reports let you assess performance against KPIs like on-time fulfillment and 
compliance

 h Invoice error dashboards provide guidance to which of your suppliers are not allowing 
for a seamless three-way match.

https://www.youtube.com/user/TrueCommerceVideo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/38248
https://www.facebook.com/pages/TrueCommerce-EDI-Solutions/202853923086945
https://twitter.com/TrueCommerce

